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Abstract. The standard implementation of mutual exclusion by means of a semaphore allows starvation of pro-
cesses. Between 1979 and 1986, three algorithms were proposed that preclude starvation. These algorithms use
a special kind of semaphore. We model this so-called buffered semaphore rigorously and provide mechanized
proofs of the algorithms. We prove that the algorithms are three implementations of one abstract algorithm in
which every competing process is overtaken not more than once by any other process. We also consider a so-called
polite semaphore, which is weaker than the buffered one and is strong enough for one of the three algorithms.
Refinement techniques are used to compare the algorithms and the semaphores.

Keywords: semaphore, binary semaphore, mutual exclusion, refinement, starvation freedom

1. Introduction

The semaphore was introduced by E.W. Dijkstra around 1965 to allow synchronization and communication
between co-operating sequential processes [Dij68a], initially on the THE operating system [Dij68b]. The first
main application was to ensure that such processes could access a common resource under mutual exclusion.

In recent times, the semaphore has lost large parts of its application area, on the one hand to monitors as
provided (e.g.) by Java [Lea00] with its synchronized methods and blocks, and on the other hand to other locking
mechanisms like mutexes and condition variables [But97]. Monitors form a more structured synchronization
mechanism than semaphores and mutexes. The main difference between a semaphore and a mutex is that a
semaphore can be released by any process, while a mutex can only be released by the process that has acquired
the mutex (e.g. [And00, p. 247]). Semaphores are thus more powerful than mutexes. A second difference is that
a general semaphore counts the number of unused release actions, while a mutex forgets them or throws an
exception. We do not use this second difference and restrict ourselves mainly to binary semaphores.

Between 1979 and 1986, three papers [Mor79, MB85, Udd86] appeared with algorithms to improve the fair-
ness properties of semaphores when used to establish mutual exclusion. All three papers offer proofs which, in
our view, are not detailed enough to be convincing. In particular, they are not explicit about the modelling of
semaphores and the atomic steps of the algorithms.
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In this paper, we present these algorithms as implementations of one abstract algorithm, together with proofs
of the abstract algorithm and of the refinement relations for two of them. In addition to the ordinary semaphore,
which we call the plain one, we discuss two stronger versions: the buffered semaphore and the polite semaphore.
The buffered semaphore is the one intended in the three papers. The polite one is weaker. It was suggested by the
phrasing in [Udd86], but is applicable only in the algorithm of [MB85].

1.1. Overview

In Sect. 2, we introduce mutual exclusion, and plain and buffered semaphores. Section 3 presents our formal
concurrency model and simulation methods to relate algorithms of different levels of abstraction. Section 4
contains an abstract algorithm for fair mutual exclusion that generalizes all three algorithms. Morris’ algorithm
[Mor79] is developed in Sect. 5, with a proof of mutual exclusion and a construction of a refinement to the
abstract algorithm. We discuss Udding’s algorithm [Udd86] briefly in Sect. 6. It is so similar to Morris’ algorithm
that a separate proof is not illuminating. In Sect. 7, we introduce the polite semaphore, present the algorithm of
Martin and Burch [MB85], and prove the correctness of this algorithm when using a polite semaphore. Section 8
contains the proof that the buffered semaphore is stronger than the polite one. The verifications have been carried
out with the proof assistant PVS [OSRSC01]. The proof scripts are available at [Hes11].

1.2. Contributions

1. Distinction and formalization of plain, buffered, and polite semaphores.
2. Formal verification of the algorithms of Morris, Udding, and Martin–Burch, with proof that the third one

only needs a polite semaphore.
3. Unification of the algorithms by refinement towards one abstract algorithm.

2. Mutual exclusion and semaphores

We introduce the mutual exclusion problem in Sect. 2.1. Its progress requirements are described in Sect. 2.2.
Atomicity of commands is discussed in Sect. 2.3. Section 2.4 introduces plain semaphores, and shows how they
can be used for mutual exclusion. In Sect. 2.5 we discuss stronger requirements for semaphores. This is related to
the distinction between weak and strong fairness in Sect. 2.6. The buffered semaphore is introduced in Sect. 2.7.

In shared variable concurrency, the shared state space is spanned by the shared variables, and the private state
space of any process q is spanned by the private variables of q . We use typewriter font for shared variables and
slanted font for private variables. When we reason about a program, the value of a private variable v of process
q is denoted by v.q . The location of process q in its code is given by the private variable pc.q (program counter
of q). Formally, the locations are the labels of the atomic statements of the program. If � is a location, we write
q at � to mean pc.q � �. If L is a set of locations, we write q in L to mean pc.q ∈ L.

2.1. Mutual exclusion

The mutual exclusion problem was first formulated in [Dij65]. It is traditionally modelled in the following way.
There are several concurrent processes that, from time to time, need to execute a critical section CS and that at
other times execute a noncritical section NCS. We therefore assume that the processes never terminate, and that
they execute the following code:

process (p) �
loop

NCS ; Entry ; CS ; Exit
endloop.

The program fragments NCS, Entry, CS, Exit may depend on p. We prefer to keep this implicit, as e.g. in [LH91].
We use NCS and CS also to denote the sets of their locations.
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Mutual exclusion means that never two different processes are in CS at the same time. This is expressed by
requiring for all processes q and r :

MX: q in CS ∧ r in CS ⇒ q � r .

A process is defined to be participating when it is not in NCS. The mutual exclusion problem is to implement
Entry and Exit in such a way that MX holds, and that every participating process has a “fair chance” to (execute
CS and) reach NCS again eventually.

Indeed, execution of NCS need not terminate, because the processes need not be interested in the critical
section. Of course, when a process is in CS, other participating processes may have to wait in or before Entry.
Therefore, execution of CS is supposed always to terminate.

2.2. Progress for mutual exclusion

Following [LH91], a mutual exclusion algorithm is called deadlock-free if, whenever there are participating pro-
cesses, eventually some participating process exits. It is called starvation-free [Dij77] when every participating
process eventually exits.

In order to formulate more precise conditions, we assume that Entry is a sequential composition of a doorway
[Lam74] that can be passed without waiting, and a waiting section. We define a process to be competing when it
is participating and has passed the doorway. Indeed, in many algorithms, the doorway is used for registration of
participating processes.

A process is said to have bounded overtaking (with bound k > 0) if, for any two processes q and r , during
any period in which q is competing, process r does not exit more than k times. It has the first-come-first-served
property (FCFS) [Lam74] if it is not possible that, while some process q is competing and has not yet reached
CS, some other process starts with Entry and reaches CS before q does.

Clearly, every starvation-free algorithm is deadlock-free. It is also clear that FCFS implies bounded overtak-
ing with bound 1. Finally, a deadlock-free algorithm with bounded overtaking is starvation-free, provided the
number of processes is finite.

Deadlock-freedom as defined above is a progress property. There is a closely related safety property that often
goes by the same name. We say that the system is free from immediate deadlock if, whenever there are participating
processes, at least one participating process can do a computation step. This is a safety property that is necessary
but not sufficient for deadlock-freedom.

2.3. Atomicity

In concurrency, the atomic commands of the processes are interleaved in arbitrary way. It is therefore important
to specify the grain of atomicity of the commands.

According to the principle of single critical reference, e.g., [OG76, (3.1)], [AdBO09, p. 273], an atomic com-
mand reads or writes at most one shared variable (not both), unless it is specifically provided as a call to the
operating system (e.g., a semaphore operation). Actions on private variables can be added to atomic commands
because they never lead to interference.

This principle sets the default. In the design of algorithms and in the specification of such operating system
calls, however, we often need to deviate from the principle.

A command S is enclosed in angled brackets 〈S 〉 to express that it is to be executed atomically, i.e., without
interference by other processes. The await statement 〈await B → S 〉 is used to specify that execution needs to wait
for validity of condition B as a precondition for the action S . The atomicity brackets express that the enclosed
command, i.e., the evaluation of B , if true followed by S , is to be executed atomically. See [And00, p. 54]. We
use these constructs below to specify semaphores. In concrete algorithms, we often label the atomic commands.
Then the labels determine the atomicity, and we do not need the atomicity brackets 〈 〉.
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2.4. Using plain semaphores

Recall that a semaphore [Dij68a, And00, AdBO09, HS08, MvdS89] is a shared integer variable s, with some initial
value, which can only be accessed by operations P(s) and V(s), given by

(0) P(s) � 〈 await s > 0 → s :� s − 1 〉,
V(s) � 〈 s :� s + 1 〉.

One can use a semaphore with initial value s � 1 to implement mutual exclusion by:

(1) process (p) �
loop

NCS ; P(s) ; CS ; V(s)
endloop.

This satisfies mutual exclusion because a system of such processes preserves the invariant that the number of
processes in CS equals 1 − s:

(sem) #{q | q in CS} � 1 − s.

Indeed, initially, we have s � 1 and there are no processes in CS. Whenever a process enters CS, the value of s is
decremented with 1. It is incremented with 1 whenever some process exits from CS. Formula (sem) implies mutual
exclusion because the semaphore preserves the invariant s ≥ 0. Formula (sem) also implies that the semaphore
is binary, i.e., satisfies the invariant s ≤ 1. In this paper, most semaphores are binary.

More generally, a system of semaphores s1, . . . , sn forms a so-called split binary semaphore [Hoa74] if the
system preserves the invariant

(sbs) s1 + · · · + sn + #{q | q in PV } � 1,

where PV is a set of locations. The invariant implies that a process can only enter PV by executing P(si ) for
some i , and only exit PV by executing V(sj ) for some j . The choice of the indices i and j makes it possible to
implement general condition synchronization [And00, Section 4.4].

2.5. Stronger semaphores

System (1) of the previous section is deadlock-free, but not starvation-free. It does not guarantee that a process
interested in reaching CS will ever reach it, because it may be that whenever the process tests the condition s > 0
there is another process that has entered CS.

A semaphore is called strong when it guarantees that algorithm (1) is starvation-free. In [Dij77], Dijkstra
conjectured that starvation-free mutual exclusion for an unbounded number of processes cannot be implemented
using a fixed number of weak semaphores, but he did not explicitly define weak semaphores.

Dijkstra had proposed the semaphore for a uniprocessor system, and he expected implicitly that the operating
system would attach a buffer or queue to every semaphore s in such a way that with every V(s) operation one of
the waiting processes can be allowed to pass the semaphore. We call such a semaphore a buffered semaphore. We
call a semaphore plain when it only satisfies the formulas of (0).

In Dijkstra’s conjecture, we therefore interpret the weak semaphores as buffered ones. This conjecture was
then refuted by Morris in [Mor79]. Similar algorithms appeared in, e.g., [MB85, Udd86]. These three papers
present starvation-free mutual exclusion algorithms that each need one buffered semaphore and one or two plain
ones. These algorithms satisfy bounded overtaking with bound 2.

2.6. An aside on fairness

Parallel to the distinction between weak and strong semaphores, in the 1980s, also the distinction emerged between
weak and strong fairness, see e.g. [LPS81, Fra86, And00].

Weak fairness means that, when a process from some time onward is continuously enabled to do a step, it will
do the step. Strong fairness means that, when a process from some time onward is infinitely often enabled to do
a step, it will do the step.

Weak fairness is a natural assumption, which is usually taken for granted, or postulated as e.g. in [CM88].
Strong fairness is regarded as unrealistic, because it requires a scheduler with information about enabledness of
processes [Hes06, Section 4]. Strong fairness would imply that system (1) with plain semaphores is starvation-free.
It would thus trivially refute Dijkstra’s conjecture.
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2.7. Buffered semaphores

The refutation papers [Mor79, MB85, Udd86] did not formally model the weak semaphores used. Morris [Mor79]
assumes the following property for the weak semaphore: “If any process is waiting to complete a P(s) opera-
tion, and another process performs a V(s), the semaphore is not incremented and one of the waiting processes
completes its P(s).” This property is used by Tanenbaum [Tan08] as the definition of the semaphore.

Martin and Burch [MB85] give the following axioms for the weak semaphore:

(2) s ≥ 0 ∧ cPs + s � cVs + s0,
qPs � 0 ∨ s � 0

where s0 is the initial value of s, cPs and cVs are the number of completed P and V operations on s, and qPs is
the number of currently suspended P operations. This is an incomplete axiomatization because it does not make
explicit which processes are suspended, or what it means to be suspended. The difficulty is to distinguish between
processes that are suspended, and processes that are ready to pass the semaphore when scheduled. Even the plain
semaphore satisfies the axioms (2) if we take qPs to be identically 0.

The phrase “waiting to complete a P operation” means that the P operation consists of at least two atomic
steps. As we do not want to let two processes do a synchronous atomic step, we propose the following formalization.

We define a buffered semaphore s as a shared variable that consists of a natural number s and a set buf of
waiting processes that is initially empty. Its operations V and P are given by

V(s) : 〈 if empty?(buf) then s :� s + 1
else remove some q from buf endif 〉.

P(s) : 〈 if s > 0 then s :� s − 1 ; goto �
else buf :� buf ∪ {self } endif 〉 ;

〈 await self ∈ buf 〉 ;
� : . . .

Here, self is the (process identifier of the) acting process. The P operation is thus split in two atomic steps. If
s � 0, the acting process enters the buffer, and waits until it is released from the buffer by a V(s) operation of
another process. Otherwise, it decrements s. In any case, the first step of P is always enabled. It can therefore serve
as the doorway when the semaphore is used for mutual exclusion as in (1). System (1) with such a semaphore,
however, is not starvation-free when there are more than two processes.

3. A formal model for concurrency

In order to prove or refute assertions about concurrent algorithms, we need a formal model. This model also
enables us to perform mechanical verification by means of a theorem prover. We use the proof assistant PVS
[OSRSC01] for this purpose.

In fact, in our view, the only way to be certain about aspects of the behaviour of a system of concurrent
processes is to analyse which properties are not made false by any step of the system. These properties are called
the invariants of the system. As the system at any moment can do many different steps, the proof of invariance
usually requires many case distinctions. Humans are not very good at this, because we tend to ignore seemingly
innocent cases. Formalization with a theorem prover is indispensable.

In Sect. 3.1, we introduce transition systems to model concurrent algorithms. In order to compare related
transition systems, we introduce refinement functions in Sect. 3.2, and strict simulations in Sect. 3.3.

3.1. Transition systems

A transition system is a triple (X ,A,N ) where X is a set, called the state space, A is a subset of X (the initial
states), and N is a binary relation on X , called the next state relation. Relation N is required to be reflexive, i.e.
the identity relation 1X must be a subset of N , to allow stuttering. For simplicity, we do not include liveness
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properties as used e.g. in [AL91, Hes08] in this formal model. If K � (X ,A,N ), we write X � XK ,A � AK ,
N � NK .

An execution of transition system K is an infinite sequence of states xn ∈ XK with x0 ∈ AK and (xn , xn+1) ∈
NK for all n. A state x ∈ XK is said to be reachable if it occurs in an execution.

A set J ⊆ XK is said to be an invariant of K if it contains all reachable states. A set J is said to be inductive if
AK ⊆ J and y ∈ J for all (x , y) ∈ NK with x ∈ J . It follows that a set J is an invariant if and only if it contains
an inductive set.

When dealing with concurrency, the next state relation is of the form N � 1X ∪ ⋃
p Np where p ranges over

the set of processes (threads). Relation Np is given by the programming code of process p. The pairs in Np are
called atomic steps of process p. Usually, the state space X is a Cartesian product of a shared state space with
private state spaces of the processes, where a step of process p can only inspect and modify the components in
the shared state space and in the private state space of process p.

3.2. Refinement functions

We use the concept of simulation to formalize implementation relations. The idea is that a transition system K
simulates a transition system L if every execution of K mimics some execution of L. In that case, K may be
regarded as a concrete system that implements the abstract system L. Note that K need not be able to mimic
every execution of L. For instance, a stack implements a multiset, even though not every execution of the multiset
can be mimicked by the stack.

The word mimic has several different formalizations. They are presented here in increasing generality. The
easiest way to prove that one transition system simulates the behaviour of another one, is by means of a function.

A function between the state spaces of K and L, say f : XK → XL, is defined to be a refinement mapping
from K to L [AL91] if it satisfies f (x ) ∈ AL for every x ∈ AK , and (f (x ), f (y)) ∈ NL for every (x , y) ∈ NK .

Slightly more general, we define a function f to be a refinement function from K to L if it is a function defined
on an invariant J of K and satisfies f (x ) ∈ AL for every x ∈ AK , and (f (x ), f (y)) ∈ NL for every (x , y) ∈ NK with
x , y ∈ J . The difference between refinement mappings and refinement functions is a mere formality. Informally,
one is not interested in the unreachable states and one tends to ignore them. This is formally justified by using a
refinement function instead of a refinement mapping.

3.3. Strict simulations

Functions are often too rigid. Therefore, in 1971, Milner [Mil71] introduced simulation relations, which later
were called forward simulations [LV95] or downward simulations [HHS86]. We prefer the first alternative.

A binary relation between the state spaces of K and L, say F ⊆ XK ×XL, is called a forward simulation from
K to L if:

(a) for every x ∈ AK there is some u ∈ AL with (x , u) ∈ F ,

(b) whenever (x , y) ∈ NK and (x , u) ∈ F there is some v ∈ XL with (y, v ) ∈ F and (u, v ) ∈ NL.

We define a binary relation F ⊆ XK ×XL to be a strict simulation from K to L [Hes08] if, for every execution
(xn | n ∈ N) of K , there is an execution (yn | n ∈ N) of L with (xn , yn ) ∈ F for all n.

Every forward simulation is a strict simulation. Indeed, given an execution (xn | n ∈ N) of K , one constructs
a matching execution (un | n ∈ N) of L by first choosing u0 ∈ AL with (x0, u0) ∈ F . When un has been chosen
with (xn , un ) ∈ F , one chooses un+1 such that (xn+1, un+1) ∈ F and (un , un+1) ∈ NL.

If f : XK → XL is a refinement function from K to L, the graph {(x , f (x )) | x ∈ XK } is a forward simulation
from K to L, and hence a strict simulation.

A relational composition of strict simulations is a strict simulation. Therefore, a composition of a forward
simulation and a refinement function is a strict simulation.

In the Sects. 5.3 and 7.5, we use forward simulations and refinement functions to relate the algorithms of
Morris and Martin–Burch to the abstract algorithm of the next section.
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4. An abstract algorithm

The algorithms of [Mor79, MB85, Udd86] are three different implementations of one abstract algorithm that
establishes mutual exclusion with bounded overtaking. We present this abstract algorithm first, because it is easier
to explain, and it nicely motivates Morris’ algorithm.

The abstract algorithm can be explained by the elevator analogue. While there are interested processes, they
enter the elevator at the first floor. When there are no processes arriving anymore, the elevator goes to the second
floor and lets its occupants into CS, one by one. When the elevator is empty, it goes down again. When the
elevator is not at the first floor, arriving processes have to wait. After CS, the processes go down by the stairs.

The abstract program uses the shared variables:

var se, sm : N,
var ne, nm : Z.

The variables se and sm serve as semaphores that model the doors of the elevator at the first and second floor,
respectively. The variables ne and nm count the number of processes waiting for the elevator at the first floor and
within the elevator, respectively. The initial conditions are

ne � nm � sm � 0 ∧ se � 1.

(3) process (p) �
loop

9 NCS ;
10 ne++ ;
11 await se > 0 ; nm++ ; ne-- ;

if ne � 0 then sm++ ; se-- endif ;
12 await sm > 0 ; sm-- ; nm-- ;
13 CS ;
14 if nm > 0 then sm++ else se++ endif

endloop.

The numbered commands are regarded as atomic. Mutual exclusion MX is the requirement that there is at most
one process at 13. So, even though CS is treated as atomic, MX has the intended meaning.

We call algorithm (3) an abstract algorithm because it violates the principle of single critical reference of
Sect. 2.3 in the commands 10, 11, 12, 14 (in 10, variable ne is both read and written).

The declarations of se, sm as naturals, and ne, nm as integers are subtleties to simplify the mechanical proof.
Firstly, the atomic steps of (3) preserve the invariants that se and sm are natural, but these invariants become
superfluous by their declaration as naturals. On the other hand, viewed in isolation, the atomic steps can make
ne and nm negative. Therefore, in PVS, declaration of them as naturals would create unprovable type correctness
conditions for the atomic steps.

The variable ne holds the number of processes at line 11, and nm holds the number of processes at line 12,
according to the obvious invariants:

Rq0: #{q | q at 11} � ne,
Rq1: #{q | q at 12} � nm.

We give invariants names of the form Xqd where X is an uppercase letter, q is fixed, and d is a digit, to make it
easier to preserve the correspondence between the paper and the PVS proof while they evolve.

The variables se and sm together serve as a split binary semaphore, in the sense that we have the easy invariant:

Rq2: se + sm + #{q | q in {13, 14}} � 1.

This invariant implies mutual exclusion because se and sm are natural numbers so that the third summand of the
lefthand side of Rq2 is ≤ 1.

We turn to the question of bounded overtaking. In the elevator analogue, consider the following scenario.
Process q0 arrives when the elevator is up. Process q1 exits the elevator at CS, goes down again, and enters
the elevator together with q0. When the elevator is again at the second floor, q1 enters CS first, and exits.
Then q0 enters CS and exits. During this competing period of q0, process q1 has exited twice. It is easy to
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see that this is the worst-case scenario. This shows informally that the algorithm has bounded overtaking with
bound 2.

For the formal treatment, recall that a process is called competing when it has passed the doorway, and that
the doorway is the part of Entry that can be passed without waiting. In the present case, the doorway is line 10.
A process is therefore competing when it is in {11 . . . 14}. In order to prove bounded overtaking, for every pair
of processes q, r , we construct a variant function vf (q, r ) : N that never increases while process q is competing,
and that decreases whenever process r executes line 14 while process q remains competing. By construction, we
shall have vf (q, r ) ≤ 2. So, this implies bounded overtaking with bound 2.

We define vf by:

vf (q, r ) � (se > 0 ? 1 : 1 − phase(q) + phase(r )),
where phase(p) � (pc.p ≤ 11 ? 0 : 1).

Indeed, it is now easy to see that 0 ≤ vf (q, r ) ≤ 2.

Theorem 1 For every pair q, r , we have that in any step of the algorithm in which process q is competing and remains
competing, vf(q, r ) does not increase.

Proof Assume that some process p does a step that increases vf (q, r ) while q remains competing. Note that p
can be equal to q or r , or differ from both. We distinguish three cases.

If p does not modify se, then se � 0 and p modifies the phases of q or r . It cannot increment phase(r ) because
of se � 0. It cannot decrement phase(q) because q remains competing. Therefore p modifies se.

Assume that p increments se. Then p is at 14 and nm � 0. Moreover vf (q, r ) � 0, because p increments it
and it becomes 1. Therefore phase(q) � 1 and q is in {12 . . . 14}. Because p is at 14 and q remains competing, Rq2
implies that q is at 12, contradicting Rq1.

Assume that p decrements se. Then p is at 11, se � 1, ne � 1, phase(q) � 0, and phase(r ) � 1. Because q is
competing, it is at 11. Therefore Rq0 implies p � q, and the step establishes phase(q) � 1, and vf (q, r ) does not
increase. �
Theorem 2 For every pair q, r , if process q is competing and process r � q performs step 14, vf(q, r ) decreases.

Proof Because process r performs step 14, we have se � 0 by Rq2 and the step decreases phase(r ). If se remains
0 in the step, vf (q, r ) decreases. If se becomes 1, then nm � 0, so that, by Rq1 and Rq2, process q is at 11 and
phase(q) � 0. We therefore have vf (q, r ) � 2 in the precondition, and vf (q, r ) decreases because se becomes 1.

�
These results together imply for every q and r that, while process q is competing, process r can execute CS

and exit not more than two times.
This result is only useful, however, if the algorithm is deadlock-free. For the proof of this, we need two more

invariants:

Rq3: sm > 0 ⇒ nm > 0,
Rq4: se > 0 ∧ nm > 0 ⇒ ne > 0.

Preservation of Rq3 follows at 11 from Rq1, and at 12 from Rq2. Preservation of Rq4 follows at 11 from Rq0 and
Rq2.

We first turn to the question of absence of immediate deadlock. Recall that this means that, when there are
participating processes, there is a participating process that can do a step (i.e. is enabled).

Theorem 3 System (3) has absence of immediate deadlock.

Proof Assume that all participating processes are disabled. We then have:

∀q : q at 9 ∨ (q at 11 ∧ se � 0) ∨ (q at 12 ∧ sm � 0).

Using Rq0 and Rq1, it follows that ne + nm is the number of participating processes. Using Rq2, it follows that
se + sm � 1. Because there are no enabled processes at 11 or 12, the invariants Rq0 and Rq1 imply

se > 0 ⇒ ne � 0,
sm > 0 ⇒ nm � 0.
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Therefore Rq3 implies that sm � 0 and se � 1. It follows that ne � 0 and, by Rq4, also that nm � 0. This proves
that the number of participating processes is 0. �

Theorem 3 implies deadlock-freedom because system (3) has no inner loops. Strictly speaking, this requires
that there are only finitely many processes. Indeed, if there were infinitely many processes, weakly fair executions
would exist in which infinitely many processes execute steps 9, 10, and 11, and the variable ne grows to infinity.

If there are only finitely many processes, one can prove deadlock-freedom in the following way. Give every
process a private variable cnt, which is initially 0, and which is incremented with 1 whenever the process executes
step 14. Define

pvf (q) � 6 · cnt.q + pc.q − 9.

Every step of process q increments pvf (q). The total sum Pvf � ∑
q pvf (q) is well-defined, and increases with

every step of the system. Whenever there are participating processes, Theorem 3 together with weak fairness
implies that one of these will do a step and increment Pvf . Therefore, if in some execution Pvf remains bounded,
all processes end in NCS. Otherwise, Pvf tends to infinity. Because the number of processes is finite, it then
follows that there is a process q for which pvf (q) tends to infinity. This process executes CS infinitely often. It is
not difficult to formalize this with PVS, although we have not done so yet.

5. Morris’ algorithm

In this section we present and prove the algorithm of [Mor79]. It is developed in Sect. 5.1 as an informal refine-
ment of the abstract algorithm presented above. In Sect. 5.2 we present the corresponding transition system, and
prove mutual exclusion and absence of immediate deadlock. Section 5.3 contains the construction of a simulation
towards the abstract algorithm, and shows how this implies bounded overtaking.

5.1. Development of Morris’ algorithm

In order to comply with the principle of single critical reference, the composite atomic commands of the abstract
algorithm (3) of Sect. 4 have to be split. We first replace the integer shared variables se and sm by plain semaphores.
This leads to the following program.

(4) process (p) �
loop

NCS ; 〈 ne++ 〉 ;
P(se) ; nm++ ; 〈 ne-- 〉 ;
if ne � 0 then V(sm) else V(se) endif ;
P(sm) ; nm-- ; CS ;
if nm > 0 then V(sm) else V(se) endif

endloop.

In comparison with (3), the first else branch may come as a surprise. Here, se must be incremented because it
was decremented by P(se), while se can remain constant in this branch in (3).

Algorithm (4) is correct. We have proved this with PVS. It is not entirely obvious, because the shared variable
ne can be modified between the decrementation 〈ne--〉 and the test ne � 0. We do not describe the proof because
it is just a simpler version of the proof of Morris’ algorithm that is given below.

The atomic incrementations and decrementations are not allowed by the principle of single critical reference,
because they require both reading and writing. The algorithm is useful, however, if one has an atomic counter
ne and two plain semaphores. Unfortunately, every implementation of an atomic counter that we know of needs
strong fairness.

Morris’ algorithm [Mor79] is given in (5). It removes the need for an atomic counter ne by guarding every
access to ne by a buffered semaphore sb. Initially, sb � se � 1 and sm � ne � nm � 0.

Syntactically, the program still does not satisfy the principle of single critical reference, but it is acceptable
when we regard each incrementation and decrementation as a sequential composition of reading and writing.
This is made explicit in the transition system (6) developed below.
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(5) process (p) �
loop

NCS ;
P(sb) ; ne++ ; V(sb) ;
P(se) ; nm++ ; P(sb) ; ne-- ;
if ne > 0 then V(sb) ; V(se)
else V(sb) ; V(sm) endif ;
P(sm) ; nm-- ; CS ;
if nm > 0 then V(sm) else V(se) endif

endloop.

5.2. A transition system for Morris’ algorithm

In order to prove the correctness, we model the buffered semaphore sb as described in Sect. 2.7, with a buffer
buf. The plain semaphores se and sm are modelled as described in Sect. 2.4.

This algorithm uses the shared variables

var sb, se, sm : N ;
var ne, nm : Z ;
var buf : P[Process].

The initial conditions are

ne � nm � sm � 0 ∧ se � sb � 1 ∧ buf � ∅.

As announced, the updates ne++, etc., of the shared variables ne and nm are not supposed to be executed atomi-
cally, but are modelled by means of private variables tmp, which play the role of registers. In this way, program
(5) is transformed into (6).

Note that the code preserves the types of the semaphores se, sm, sb : N. In the lines 23 and 28, we have
removed the inspection of the shared variables ne and nm. This is possible because the private variable tmp holds
the latest value of the relevant shared variable. In this way, system (6) is a minor optimization of (5).

The plain semaphores se and sm form a split binary semaphore because of the invariant:

Mq0: se + sm + #{q | q in {16 . . . 23, 25 . . . 28} } � 1.

Indeed, initially, the lefthand side of Mq0 equals 1 because se � 1 and sm � 0. A process enters the set of
processes if and only if it executes 15 or 24 and thus decrements se + sm with 1. A process leaves the set if and
only if it executes 23 or 28 and thus increments se + sm with 1. This proves that Mq0 is an invariant.

It follows from Mq0 that

Mq0d: q, r in {16 . . . 23, 25 . . . 28} ⇒ q � r .

In particular, this means mutual exclusion for CS. Note that, in our invariants, we implicitly universally quantify
over all free variables (here q and r ).

The buffered semaphore sb has the invariants:

Mq1: #{q | q ∈ buf ∧ q in {11 . . . 14, 19 . . . 22} } � 1 − sb,
Mq2: q ∈ buf ⇒ q in {11, 19},
Mq3: sb > 0 ⇒ buf � ∅.

It follows from Mq1 and Mq2 that

Mq1d: q, r in {12 . . . 14, 20 . . . 22} ⇒ q � r .

The variables ne and nm hold the number of processes between 14 and 21, and 18 and 26, respectively:

Nq0: #{q | q in {14 . . . 21} } � ne,
Nq1: #{q | q in {18 . . . 26} } � nm.
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In order to prove this, we need invariants about the values of tmp:

(6) process (p) �
var tmp : Z ;
loop

9 NCS ;
10 if sb > 0 then sb-- else

buf :� buf ∪ {p} ;
11 await p ∈ buf endif ;
12 tmp :� ne + 1 ;
13 ne :� tmp ;
14 if possible remove some q from buf else sb++ endif ;
15 await se > 0 ; se-- ;
16 tmp :� nm + 1 ;
17 nm :� tmp ;
18 if sb > 0 then sb-- else

buf :� buf ∪ {p} ;
19 await p ∈ buf endif ;
20 tmp :� ne − 1 ;
21 ne :� tmp ;
22 if possible remove some q from buf else sb++ endif ;
23 if tmp > 0 then se++ else sm++ endif ;
24 await sm > 0 ; sm-- ;
25 tmp :� nm − 1 ;
26 nm :� tmp ;
27 CS ;
28 if tmp > 0 then sm++ else se++ endif

endloop.

Nq2: (q at 13 ⇒ tmp.q � ne + 1) ∧ (q at 21 ⇒ tmp.q � ne − 1),
Nq3: (q at 17 ⇒ tmp.q � nm + 1) ∧ (q at 26 ⇒ tmp.q � nm − 1).

Preservation of Nq2 at lines 13 and 21 follows from Mq1d ; preservation of Nq3 at 17 and 26 follows from Mq0d .
While it is easy enough to invent the invariants Nq2 and Nq3, the observation that Mq1d and Mq0d are needed
to prove them was forced upon us by our practice of verifying all invariants with the proof assistant PVS. For the
next invariants, we rely on PVS even more strongly. Readers with PVS experience may want to inspect the proof
script at [Hes11].

We turn to the question of absence of immediate deadlock. Recall that this means that when there are partici-
pating processes, there are participating processes that can do a step. We first note that, in view of Mq2, a process
q is disabled if and only if

(7) q ∈ buf ∨ (q at 15 ∧ se � 0) ∨ (q at 24 ∧ sm � 0).

Two critical invariants for deadlock-freedom are:

Nq4: sm > 0 ⇒ ∃ r : r at 24,
Nq5: se > 0 ∧ q at 24 ⇒ ∃ r : r at 15.

Preservation of Nq4 at lines 24 and 28 follows from Mq0, Nq1, and Nq6 below. Preservation of Nq5 at lines 15,
23, and 28 follows from Mq0, Nq1, and Nq7 below.

Nq6: q in {27, 28} ⇒ nm � tmp.q ,
Nq7: tmp.q > 0 ∧ q in {21 . . . 23} ⇒ ∃ r : r at 15.

Preservation of Nq7 at line 20 uses Nq0. Note that we cannot claim that tmp.q � ne when q is at line 23, because
line 23 is not guarded by the semaphore sb.
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Theorem 4 System (6) has absence of immediate deadlock.

Proof Assume that all participating processes are disabled. Then Mq1 with formula (7) implies that sb � 1.
Therefore, Mq3 implies that buf � ∅. It follows that all processes are at 9, 15, or 24. Therefore, Mq0 implies that
se+ sm � 1. If sm > 0, Nq4 implies that there is a process r at 24 which is not disabled. This implies that sm � 0,
and hence that se > 0.

Because buf is empty and se is positive, all disabled processes are at 24. If there are disabled processes, Nq5
therefore implies that there is an enabled process at 15, contradicting the assumption. This proves that there are
no participating processes. �

If there are only finitely many processes, Theorem 4 implies deadlock-freedom for algorithm (6) because it
has no inner loops. The argument for this is identical to the argument used at the end of Sect. 4 for algorithm (3).

5.3. Simulation

We have developed Morris’ algorithm (6) by informal stepwise refinement from the abstract system (3) of Sect. 4.
In order to formalize this, we construct a simulation from (6) to (3). Because (3) has bounded overtaking with
bound 2, this simulation implies that system (6) has the same property.

The simulation is constructed in two steps: as a composition of a forward simulation that adds some history
variables, and a refinement function that forgets the implementation variables, see Sect. 3 (compare [AL91]).

We let the locations of NCS and CS correspond in the two systems. This implies that the abstract locations 9
and 13 correspond to the concrete locations 9 and 27. It follows that the abstract locations 10 and 14 correspond
to the concrete locations 10 and 28.

In order to use simulation to prove bounded overtaking, the doorways of the two systems must correspond.
We therefore let the first abstract waiting location 11 correspond to the first concrete waiting location 11.

The concrete location corresponding to the abstract location 12 is critical. The concrete location 24 is too
late because the decision taken in line 23 is based on the value of tmp obtained in line 20. Even line 20 is too
late, because it is possible that some process has executed line 10 but not yet 13, so that the concrete value ne is
smaller than the abstract value. We therefore let the abstract location 12 correspond to the concrete location 18
(the alternative 19 seems to be doable).

We thus define the abstract program counter on the concrete state space by

apc.q � (pc.q ≤ 10 ? pc.q
: pc.q ≤ 18 ? 11
: pc.q ≤ 26 ? 12 : pc.q − 14).

We construct the simulation as a composition of a forward simulation with a refinement function. The for-
ward simulation extends system (6) with four shared history variables that correspond to the shared variables of
the abstract program:

var qse, qsm, qne, qnm : Z ;

with the initial conditions:

qne � qnm � qsm � 0 ∧ qse � 1.

We add to the commands at lines 10, 18, 26, and 28 the following modifications of history variables:

10a qne++ ;
18a qne-- ; qnm++ ;

if sb > 0 ∧ ne � 1 then qse-- ; qsm++ endif ;
26a qnm-- ; qsm-- ;
28a if tmp > 0 then qsm++ else qse++ endif .

Note that the combined command 18–18a touches two shared variables in one atomic command, viz. sb and ne.
This is allowed because ne is not modified and its value is used only for modification of the history variables.

As these extensions of the actions of (6) do not modify the variables of (6) and impose no new conditions, it
is clear that there is a forward simulation from the system (6) to this extension.
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The refinement function from the extended concrete state space to the abstract state space is defined by
promoting the history variables to actual variables and forgetting the implementation variables:

f (x ) � (#
ne :� x .qne, nm :� x .qnm,
se :� x .qse, sm :� x .qsm,
pc :� x .apc #).

Here, we use (# and #) as record constructors as in PVS, and x as a variable that ranges over the concrete states.
This definition gives a type conflict because the variables se and sm have the type N, while qse and qsm have

the type Z. This conflict is resolved by means of the invariants qse ≥ 0 and qsm ≥ 0 which follow from Pq2 and
Qq0 below.

For the proof of refinement we need some further invariants. The history variables qne and qnm satisfy the
obvious invariants:

Pq0: #{q | q in {11 . . . 18} } � qne,
Pq1: #{q | q in {19 . . . 26} } � qnm.

Pq0 together with Mq0, Mq1, Mq3, Nq0 implies

Pq0d: q at 18 ⇒ (qne � 1 ≡ (sb � 1 ∧ ne � 1)).

Similarly, Pq1, Nq6, Mq0d , and Nq1 together imply

Pq1d: q at 28 ⇒ qnm � tmp.q .

For qse, we need the invariants:

Pq2: se ≤ qse,
Pq3: q in {16 . . . 19} ⇒ qse > 0,
Pq4: q at 20 ∧ ne > 1 ⇒ qse > 0,
Pq5: q in {21 . . . 23} ∧ tmp.q > 0 ⇒ qse > 0.

Similarly, for qsm, we need the invariants:

Qq0: sm ≤ qsm,
Qq1: q at 19 ∧ q ∈ buf ⇒ ne > 1,
Qq2: q at 20 ∧ ne ≤ 1 ⇒ qsm > 0,
Qq3: q in {21 . . . 23} ∧ tmp.q ≤ 0 ⇒ qsm > 0,
Qq4: q in {25, 26} ⇒ qsm > 0.

Indeed, in the proof that the concrete step 18 corresponds with the abstract step 11, we use Pq3, Pq0d , and
Mq1. At the concrete step 26, we only need Qq4. At the concrete step 28, we use Pq1d . The other concrete steps
are easily seen to correspond to skips of the abstract algorithm.

We thus have a simulation from the transition system (6) of Sect. 5.2 to system (3) of Sect. 4 that respects
the processes and their doorways, and that leaves the environment actions unchanged. If we have an execution
of system (6) in which some process overtakes a competing process k times, the simulation gives us an execution
of system (3) in which some process overtakes a competing process k times. As system (3) satisfies bounded
overtaking with bound 2, system (6) therefore also satisfies bounded overtaking with bound 2.

6. Udding’s algorithm

In [Udd86], Udding, using the same shared variables as Morris, derived the algorithm (8).
At the first glance, the algorithms of Udding and Morris are rather similar. Yet, the details differ considerably.

In Morris’ algorithm, the plain semaphores se and sm form a split binary semaphore and the buffered semaphore
sb guards the variable ne. In Udding’s algorithm, the pair (sb, sm) forms a split binary semaphore, where the first
one is buffered and the second one is plain. The third semaphore, se, is superfluous for mutual exclusion and for
the absence of immediate deadlock, but it is necessary to ensure bounded overtaking.

Udding’s algorithm can be treated in precisely the same way as Morris’ algorithm. In particular, one can
use more or less obvious invariants to prove mutual exclusion and absence of immediate deadlock, and one can
extend it with history variables to construct a simulation to the abstract algorithm of Sect. 4.
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(8) process (p) �
loop

NCS ;
P(sb) ; ne++ ; V(sb) ;
P(se) ; P(sb) ; nm++ ; ne-- ;
if ne > 0 then V(sb) else V(sm) endif ;
V(se) ;
P(sm) ; nm-- ; CS ;
if nm > 0 then V(sm) else V(sb) endif

endloop.

As the differences in the details are not very illuminating, we defer the complete treatment of Udding’s
algorithm to a technical report, see [Hes11].

7. Polite semaphores and the algorithm of Martin–Burch

In [Udd86], Udding stipulates: “For weak semaphores, one assumption is made, however, viz. a process that
executes a V-operation on a semaphore will not be the one to perform the next P-operation on that semaphore,
if a process has been blocked at that semaphore. One of the waiting processes is allowed to pass the semaphore.”

When reading this paragraph, we first assumed that the second sentence was an essentially superfluous elab-
oration of the first sentence. Later, it appeared that the first sentence is superfluous because it follows from the
second sentence. The second sentence suggests the buffered semaphore of Sect. 2.7. The first sentence, however,
suggests a weaker kind of semaphore that only forbids the process that executed V most recently, to pass the
semaphore.

We therefore propose the polite semaphore as a formalization of the first sentence of Udding’s stipulation. It
has two shared variables: a counter cnt to count the number of blocked processes, and a shared variable last to
hold the “latest V-executer” while there are blocked processes. Initially cnt � 0 and last � ⊥ (no process). Its
operations V and P are given by

V(s) : 〈 s :� s + 1 ;
if cnt > 0 then last :� self endif 〉.

P(s) : 〈 if s > 0 ∧ self � last
then s :� s − 1 ; last :� ⊥ ; goto �
else cnt :� cnt + 1 endif 〉 ;

〈 await s > 0 ∧ self � last →
s :� s − 1 ; last :� ⊥ ; cnt :� cnt − 1 〉 ;

� : . . .

As a reviewer noticed, the semaphore preserves the invariant last � ⊥ ∨ cnt > 0. Therefore, self � last
implies cnt > 0: other processes are available to pass the semaphore.

As the polite semaphore only counts the number of waiting processes and does not store them, the buffered
semaphore seems stronger than the polite one. A proof of this requires some formal background. We therefore
postpone it to Sect. 8.2.

Section 7.1 gives scenarios to prove that algorithms of Udding and Morris are incorrect when implemented
with a polite semaphore. In Sect. 7.2, we present the algorithm of Martin and Burch. A transition system version
is given in Sect. 7.3, together with proofs of mutual exclusion and absence of immediate deadlock. The algorithm
has an inner loop, the termination of which is fairly obvious. It is formally treated in Sect. 7.4. Section 7.5 contains
a construction of a simulation to the abstract algorithm of Sect. 4.
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7.1. Polite semaphores are strictly weaker than buffered ones

The algorithms of Morris and Udding do not guarantee bounded overtaking when their buffered semaphore
is replaced by a polite one. We show this by means of a scenario for Udding’s algorithm because the polite
semaphore was inspired by Udding’s phrasing.

Scenario. Consider Udding’s algorithm of Sect. 6 with a polite semaphore sb, with its associated shared variables
last and cnt. We use three processes q0, q1, q2, that start in NCS. We show that process q0 can remain waiting
at P(sb) forever, while the processes q1 and q2 cycle through CS again and again.

The scenario consists of 9 stages:

1. q1 passes P(sb).
2. q0 accesses P(sb), increments cnt, and starts waiting.
3. q1 passes V(sb) and becomes last.
4. q2 passes P(sb) and V(sb), and becomes last.
5. q1 passes P(se), P(sb), V(sb), V(se), and equals last.
6. q2 passes P(se), P(sb), V(sm), and V(se).
7. q1 passes P(sm), CS, V(sm), and reaches NCS.
8. q2 passes P(sm), CS, V(sb), becomes last, and reaches NCS.
9. q1 passes P(sb) and V(sb), and becomes last.

Now the state is identical to the state where stage 4 starts. The cycle can start again at stage 4, with process q0
still waiting to pass P(sb).

For Morris’ algorithm, one can use almost the same scenario with different V operations for q2 in the stages
6 and 8.

7.2. The algorithm of Martin and Burch

The algorithm of Martin and Burch [MB85] implements the abstract algorithm (3) by delegating the decision
ne � 0 in line 11 to the first competing process. The algorithm uses two semaphores that form a split binary
semaphore. The paper supposes the axioms (2) for the buffered semaphore. We show here that it suffices to
take one polite semaphore sb and one plain semaphore sm. The initial conditions are sb � 1 and sm � 0. The
algorithm also uses a single shared variable m, initially 0, to estimate the number of competing processes.

process (p) �
var n : Z ;
loop

NCS ; P(sb) ;
if m � 0 then

m :� 1 ; n :� 0 ;
while n � m do

n :� m ; V(sb) ; P(sb)
endwhile ;
V(sm) ;

else
m++ ; V(sb) ;

endif ;
P(sm) ; CS ; m-- ;
if m > 0 then V(sm) else V(sb) endif

endloop.

In the first conditional statement, every process increments m. The first competing process takes the role of gate
keeper and allows subsequent competing processes to pass to P(sm). It does so as long as there are competing
processes arriving because it (or rather the semaphore sb) is polite. When there are no more competing processes,
the gate keeper terminates its while loop and opens the semaphore sm.
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(9) process (p) �
var n, tmp : Z ;
loop

9 NCS ;
10 if sb > 0 ∧ p � last then sb-- ; last :� ⊥ else

cnt++ ;
11 await sb > 0 ∧ p � last ; sb-- ; last :� ⊥ ; cnt-- ;

endif ;
12 if (tmp :� m) � 0 then

rex :� p ;
13 m :� 1 ; n :� 0 ;
14 while (tmp :� m) � n do
15 n :� tmp ;

sb++ ; if cnt > 0 then last :� p endif ;
16 if sb > 0 ∧ p � last then sb-- ; last :� ⊥ else

cnt++ ;
17 await sb > 0 ∧ p � last ; sb-- ; last :� ⊥ ; cnt-- ;

endif
endwhile ;

18 sm++ ;
else

19 m :� tmp + 1 ;
20 sb++ ; if cnt > 0 then last :� p endif ;

endif ;
21 await sm > 0 ; sm -- ;
22 CS ;
23 tmp :� m − 1 ;
24 m :� tmp ;
25 if tmp � 0 then sm++ else

sb++ ; if cnt > 0 then last :� p endif ;
endif

endloop.

7.3. A transition system for the Martin–Burch algorithm

The polite semaphore sb is modelled as described above with shared variables cnt and last. Just as in Sect. 5,
we introduce private variables tmp to hold the latest value of m. We have removed superfluous inspections of m
as much as possible. We introduce a shared history variable rex for the gate keeper’s identity. This is not strictly
necessary, but it is convenient for the proof. Note that rex can be modified in the same atomic command 12 as
the inspection of m, because rex is only a history variable. In this way, we arrive at algorithm (9).

The region guarded by the split binary semaphore consists of the lines after 11, with the exceptions 16, 17, 21:

Iq0: #{q | q in {12 . . . 15, 18 . . . 20, 22 . . . 25} } + sb + sm � 1.

This implies mutual exclusion because CS is at 22.
For the polite semaphore sb, we have three invariants concerning last and cnt:

Iq1: cnt � #{q | q in {11, 17} },
Iq2: last � ⊥ ∨ cnt > 0,
Iq3: last � q ∧ q in {11, 17} ⇒ cnt > 1.

We have the obvious invariant that all processes are always in their code region:

Jq0: q in {9 . . . 25}.
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The shared variable m counts a number of processes:

Jq1: m � #{q | q in {14 . . . 18, 20 . . . 24} }.
As the assignments to m are guarded by the semaphores, we also have

Jq2: m � (q in {15, 19, 25} ? tmp.q
: q at 24 ? tmp.q + 1
: q at 13 ? 0 : m).

We turn to the question of absence of immediate deadlock. A process q is disabled if and only if:

(q in {11, 17} ∧ (sb � 0 ∨ last � q)) ∨ (q at 21 ∧ sm � 0).

The first point of deadlock freedom is the invariant:

Jq3: sm > 0 ⇒ ∃q : q at 21.

Its proof is based on:

Jq4: q in {12 . . . 20} ⇒ r not-in {22 . . . 25},
Jq5: q in {12 . . . 20} ⇒ sm � 0,
Jq6: q in {13 . . . 18} ⇒ q � rex.

Here, we use the history variable rex introduced above.
The second point of deadlock freedom is the invariant:

Kq0: q at 21 ∧ sb > 0 ⇒ rex in {13 . . . 18}.
The proof of Kq0 relies on the additional invariants:

Kq1: q in {19, 20} ⇒ rex in {16, 17},
Kq2: q at 12 ∧ m � 0 ⇒ rex in {16, 17},
Kq3: sb > 0 ∧ m � 0 ⇒ rex in {16, 17},
Kq4: q at 19 ⇒ m � 0.

Theorem 5 System (9) has absence of immediate deadlock.

Proof Assume that all participating processes are disabled. Then all processes are at the lines 9, 11, 17, or 21.
Therefore, the invariant Iq0 implies that sb + sm � 1. If sm > 0, then the invariant Jq3 implies that there is a
process at line 21, which is participating and enabled. We therefore have sb > 0. If there is a disabled process at
line 21, the invariant Kq0 implies that there is a process in the region 13–18, which process is necessarily disabled
at 17.

Now assume there are participating processes. This implies that there are disabled processes at 11 or 17. One
of these can be disabled by being last, but by Iq1 and Iq3, there is at least one enabled process at 11 or 17. This
is a contradiction. �

7.4. The inner loop terminates

In this case, the absence of immediate deadlock does not imply deadlock-freedom because system (9) has the inner
loop 14–17. In order to reuse the argument used at the end of Sect. 4, we need to prove that every participating
period of any process has only a bounded number of steps. This is proved as follows.

We need the assumption that the number of active processes is finite, say bounded by a number N . By Jq1, it
then follows that m ≤ N . On the other hand, it is easy to verify the invariants:

Kq5: q in {14 . . . 17} ⇒ n.q ≤ m,
Kq6: q at 15 ⇒ n.q < m.

We now define, for any process q, the state function

bf (q) � pc.q + (pc.q ≤ 13 ? 0
: pc.q ≤ 15 ? 4 · n.q
: pc.q ≤ 17 ? 4 · n.q − 4
: 4 · N ).
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Now it is clear that bf (q) does not change when some process p � q does a step. The value of bf (q) increases in
every step of q, except for the backward jump from 25 to 9. At line 15, this follows from Kq6. For the jump from
14 to 18, when n.q � m, it follows from Jq1. All other cases are straightforward.

As 9 ≤ bf (q) ≤ 25 + 4 · N , it follows that process q does not more than 16 + 4 · N steps in every participating
period.

7.5. Refinement function

We turn to the construction of a simulation from (9) to (3). As before, the construction consists of two steps.
In the first step, we introduce shared history variables qse, qsm, qne, and qnm in (9) that will map to the shared
variables se, sm, ne, and nm of (3). We also introduce a state function that can serve as the abstract program
counter. In the second step, we ignore the implementation variables and promote the history variables to actual
variables of (3).

The crucial problem is to choose the point where the abstract semaphore sm is incremented. This should be
the point where no more processes are waiting at 11, and the process rex at 16 has n.q � m and does not need to
start waiting at 17. This choice is reflected by the guard at 16 for the modification of the history variables below,
and also by the exceptional value 12 at lines 14 and 18 for the abstract program counter apc, below. The choice
is justified at the end, when we prove that the natural projection function is a refinement function.

The history variables have the initial values qse � 1 and qsm � qne � qnm � 0. They are modified in the
lines 10, 16, 20, 21 and 25, in the following way.

10a qne++ ;
16a if sb > 0 ∧ p � last ∧ n � m

then qne-- ; qnm++ ; qse-- ; qsm++ endif ;
20a qne-- ; qnm++ ;
21a qsm-- ; qnm-- ;
25a if tmp � 0 then qsm++ else qse++ endif .

In other words, the lines 10, 16, 20, 21, 25 are extended with 10a, 16a, 20a, 21a, respectively. For the history
variable qse, we prove the invariants:

Lq0: q in {12 . . . 20} ⇒ qse > 0 ∨ (q at 14 ∧ n.q � m) ∨ q at 18,
Lq1: sb ≤ qse.

For the history variable qsm, we prove

Lq2: qsm � sm + ((rex at 14 ∧ n.rex � m) ∨ rex at 18 ? 1 : 0),
Lq3: q at 17 ∧ sb > 0 ⇒ last � q ∨ n.q < m,
Lq4: q in {16, 17} ∧ sb � 0 ⇒ n.q < m ∨ ∃ r : r in {12, 19}.
It is relatively easy to prove the invariants:

Lq5: #{q | q in {11 . . . 20} } � qne + qsm − sm,
Lq6: #{q | q at 21} � qnm − qsm + sm.

Critical properties for progress are contained in the invariants:

Lq7: q in {11 . . . 20} ∧ sb > 0 ∧ rex at 16 ∧ n.rex � m
⇒ rex � q ∨ rex � last,

Lq8: q in {12 . . . 20} ∧ last � r ⇒ r in {16, 17, 21}.
We define the abstract program counter on the concrete state space by

apc.q � (pc.q ≤ 10 ? pc.q
: (pc.q � 14 ∧ n.q � m) ∨ pc.q ∈ {18, 21} ? 12
: pc.q ≤ 20 ? 11
: pc.q � 22 ? 13 : 14).
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It remains to prove that the natural projection from the extended concrete state space to the state space of (3)
is a refinement function. This projection is defined by

f (x ) � (# se :� x .qse, sm :� x .qsm,
ne :� x .qne, nm :� x .qnm, pc � apc #).

In order to show that function f is well-defined, we first notice that qse ≥ 0 and qsm ≥ 0 because of the invariants
Lq1 and Lq2.

In order to show that f is a refinement function, we need for the lines 16 and 20 the invariants:

Lq0d: q in {16, 20} ⇒ qse > 0,
Lq7d: q at 16 ∧ sb > 0 ∧ n.q � m ⇒ qne � 1 ∨ last � q ,
Lq5d: q at 20 ⇒ qne > 1.

Here, Lq0d is immediate from Lq0. Lq7d follows from Lq7 together with Jq6, Lq2 and Lq5. Lq5d follows from
Lq5 together with Kq1 and Lq2.

We need Lq3 for line 17. For line 25, we need

Lq6d: q at 25 ⇒ qnm � tmp.q ≥ 0,

which follows from Lq6, together with Iq0d , Jq1, Jq2, Jq4, and Lq2.
The invariant Iq0d is used to ensure that, when some process is at line 14, there are no processes at 13, 19,

and 24.
We thus have a simulation from the transition system (9) of Sect. 7.3 to system (3) of Sect. 4 that respects the

processes and their doorways, and that leaves the environment actions unchanged. By the argument given at the
end of Sect. 5.3, it follows that system (9) also satisfies bounded overtaking with bound 2.

8. Comparison between polite and buffered semaphores

As the role of last in the polite semaphore is not recognizable in the buffered one, it is not obvious that the buf-
fered one simulates (implements) the polite one. The proof of this requires some formal background. Section 8.1
therefore introduces reduction of transition systems, to combine atomic steps.

8.1. Reduction

In addition to strict simulation, as introduced in Sect. 3.3, there is also a concept of general, i.e. nonstrict simu-
lation. The idea was introduced in [AL91]. When the concrete system needs more steps than the abstract system
it is supposed to simulate, the formalism allows the insertion of stutter steps in the abstract behaviour because
the transition relation of the abstract system is reflexive. Nonstrict simulation is only needed in the relatively
rare cases where the concrete transition system can exhibit behaviour in fewer steps than the abstract system it is
supposed to simulate.

We define a stutter function s to be a function N → N that satisfies s(0) � 0, and s(i + 1) ∈ {s(i ), s(i ) + 1} for
all i ∈ N, and that is unbounded. A binary relation F ⊆ XK × XL, is called a simulation from K to L [Hes08]
if, for every execution (xn | n ∈ N) of K , there is a stutter function s and an execution (yn | n ∈ N) of L with
(xs(n), yn ) ∈ F for all n. Note that function s makes it possible that a single state xk of K is related to several
subsequent states yn of L. Clearly every strict simulation is a simulation (with s the identity function). Nonstrict
simulation is related to the ASM-refinement of Schellhorn [Sch08].

We use nonstrict simulation in the following setting. If we have a transition system K , we may want to com-
bine several innocent steps into a single step. This gives rise to a new transition system, the reduction of K . We
formalize “innocent” by means of an equivalence relation.

Let K be a transition system and let E be an equivalence relation on the state space XK . The E -reduction K̃
of K is obtained by allowing the steps of K within E to be accumulated in the following way. Let M � NK ∩ E
be the set of steps of K within E . Let M ∗ be the reflexive transitive closure of relation M , and let ÑK be the
relational composition M ∗ ◦ NK ◦ M ∗. For every step (x , y) ∈ ÑK , there are a finite sequence (ui | i ≤ e) and a
number m with u0 � x and ue � y and (ui , ui+1) ∈ NK for all i < e, and (ui , ui+1) ∈ E for all i < e with i � m.
Transition system K̃ is defined as K̃ � (XK ,AK , Ñk ).
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As every step of K is a step of K̃ , the identity relation is a simulation from K to K̃ . On the other hand, we have

Theorem 6 Let K be a transition system and let E be an equivalence relation on the state space XK . Then E is a
simulation from the reduction K̃ to K .

Proof Let (xk | k ∈ N) be an execution of K̃ . For every k , we have (xk , xk+1) ∈ ÑK , and hence a finite sequence
(uk ,i | i ≤ e(k )) and a number m(k ) with uk ,0 � xk and uk ,e(k ) � xk+1, and (uk ,i , uk ,i+1) ∈ NK for all i < e(k ),
and (uk ,i , uk ,i+1) ∈ E for all i < e(k ) with i � m(k ). We now define recursively f : N → N × N by

f (0) � (0, 0),
f (n + 1) � let (k , r ) � f (n) in (r < e(k ) − 1 ? (k , r + 1) : (k + 1, 0)).

The sequence of states yn � uf (n) is an execution of K . We define s : N → N by

s(n) � let (k , r ) � f (n) in (r ≤ m(k ) ? k : k + 1).

Then s is a stutter function and (xs(n), yn ) ∈ E holds for all n ∈ N. Therefore E is a simulation from K̃ to K . �
Remark. In this proof, the first component of f is also a stutter function, but it is not the one that we need for
the simulation.

8.2. Relating buffered and polite semaphores

The buffered semaphore is stronger than the polite one. We prove this by means of refinement. For this purpose,
we take a system where processes infinitely often can perform P and V operations on a semaphore s with the
initial value s0. The system is modelled as follows:

process (p) �
loop

choose b ∈ Boolean ;
if b then V(s) else P(s) endif

endloop.

The choice of b is performed by the environment. The system is responsible for the V and P operations, and it
uses either a buffered semaphore or a polite one for this. In order to distinguish the two semaphores, we write sb
for the buffered one and sp for the polite one.

The transition system Buf for the buffered semaphore becomes

Buf: process (p) �
loop

10 choose b ∈ Boolean ;
11 if b then (∗ V ∗)

if empty?(buf) then sb :� sb + 1
else remove some q from buf endif

else (∗ P ∗)
if sb > 0 then sb :� sb − 1 ; goto 10
else buf :� buf ∪ {p} endif ;

12 await p ∈ buf ;
endif

endloop.

To get a precise correspondence between the buffered system and the polite system, we model the polite ver-
sion Pol with an additional skip step after waiting for the semaphore. This is necessary because, for the buffered
semaphore, a process can be at 12 but no longer be blocked. In that case, it is not observably at 10, but it can go
to 10 at any time. We must therefore allow the polite semaphore a similar step. The only observable aspect of our
system is the set of processes for which the environment is enabled. We thus introduce the observation function
obs given by obs(u) � {q | u.pc(q) � 10} for states u.

We construct a refinement from transition system Buf to the reduction (see Sect. 8.1) of system Pol with
respect to observational equivalence: two states u and v of system Pol are called observationally equivalent iff
obs(u) � obs(v ).
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Pol: process (p) �
loop

10 choose b ∈ Boolean ;
11 if b then (∗ V ∗)

sp :� sp + 1
if cnt > 0 then last :� p endif

else (∗ P ∗)
if sp > 0 ∧ p � last
then sp :� sp − 1 ; last :� ⊥ ; goto 10
else cnt :� cnt + 1 endif ;

12 await sp > 0 ∧ p � last ;
sp :� sp − 1 ; last :� ⊥ ; cnt :� cnt − 1

13 skip
endif

endloop.

Because a process q ∈ buf at line 12 of Buf can go to line 10, just as if it were at line 13 of Pol, we define
function apc for state x of Buf and process q by

apc(x )(q) � (x .pc.q � 12 ∧ q ∈ x .buf ? 13 : x .pc.q).

Similarities between the actions on buf in Buf and the actions of cnt in Pol suggest that cnt should represent
the number of elements of buf. In this way, after some experimentation, we arrive at the function f from the state
space of Buf to the state space of Pol given by

f (x ) � (# sp :� x .sb , cnt :� #(x .buf) ,
last :� ⊥ , pc :� apc(x ) , b :� x .b #).

Now step 10 of Buf corresponds to step 10 of Pol. Step 12 of Buf corresponds to step 13 of Pol. Step V of Buf
with empty buf corresponds to step V of Pol. Step P of Buf corresponds to step P of Pol because of the obvious
invariant of Buf that q ∈ buf implies that q is at 12.

In the definition of function f , we ignore variable last. We compensate for this by extending system Pol
with a sequential composition of the step that sets last with a step that resets it. Indeed, the step V of Buf that
removes some q from a nonempty buf corresponds to step V of Pol followed by step 12 of Pol for process q . We
therefore add to transition system Pol the sequential composition in which the processes p and q do these steps
immediately one after the other:

stepVP(p, q) �
pc.p � 11 ∧ b.p ∧ pc.q � 12 ∧ cnt > 0 →

pc.p :� 10 ; pc.q :� 13 ; cnt-- ; last :� ⊥.

Here the notation B → S means that the transition can only be taken when B holds, and then has the effect of
S .

Adding the steps stepVP(p, q) gives an extended transition system, more nondeterministic, but it has no new
reachable states. Function f is a refinement function from the buffered system Buf to this extended system. More
generally, as step 12 of Pol has no effect on the observation function obs, function f is a refinement function from
system Buf to the reduction of this extension of Pol for observational equivalence.

It follows that the graph of f is a simulation from system Buf to this reduction. By Theorem 6, observa-
tional equivalence is a simulation from this reduction to system Pol. The composition of these simulations is a
simulation from the buffered semaphore Buf to the polite one Pol.

The above proof still leaves the possibility that the buffered semaphore when implementing the polite one,
would introduce additional deadlock. This is not the case. Assume that the system Buf is in a state with immedi-
ate deadlock. This means that there are participating processes (i.e. processes not at 10), and they are at 12 and
contained in buf. System Buf has the easy invariant that sb > 0 implies that buf is empty. It therefore follows
that sb � 0. The corresponding state of Pol therefore has sp � 0 with the same processes at 12, and hence is also
in immediate deadlock.
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Remark. We have to consider additional deadlock separately, because the transition systems used here are sim-
plifications of the specifications of [AL91] and have no liveness properties. If we had used the full formalism of
[AL91], this could have blown up the paper by some 10 %. The only benefit would have been, that the paragraph
just before this remark would not have come as an afterthought but would have to be integrated in the preceding
proof. For the rest of the proofs, it would have added some trivial verifications. The PVS proof could have grown
by some 20 % because of the richer formalism.

9. Dijkstra’s conjecture

Dijkstra’s conjecture that a strong semaphore cannot be implemented by weak semaphores, was refuted in
[Mor79, MB85, Udd86] using a buffered semaphore. For refutation [MB85], a polite semaphore is sufficient.
We therefore propose to rephrase the conjecture as follows. It is not possible to implement starvation-free mutual
exclusion for an unbounded number of processes with ordinary variables and plain semaphores, under weak fairness,
such that the system satisfies the principle of single critical reference.

We have to be careful, however. Firstly about the principle of critical reference. The conjecture fails when
we have an atomic counter, i.e., a shared integer variable that can atomically be incremented, decremented, and
tested for equality with 0. This is shown by algorithm (4).

The unboundedness of the set of processes is needed, and the memory model must be carefully constrained,
because there are mutual exclusion algorithms, even with FCFS, that need no semaphores or other locks at all
[Lam74, LH91, Szy90]. These work for boundedly many processes, and even for unboundedly many processes
when concurrently expandable arrays are available. On the other hand, plain semaphores or mutexes are enough
when we replace weak fairness by strong fairness. Therefore, if one wants to prove the conjecture, one needs a
careful restriction of the available programming repertoire.

10. Conclusion

In this paper, refinement serves two purposes. On the one hand, it is used to show that each of the four algo-
rithms that refine the abstract algorithm have bounded overtaking. On the other hand, it formalizes the similarity
between these algorithms. It seems likely that the abstract algorithm is also refined by Szymanski’s algorithm
[Szy90, Figure 1], which uses 3 shared bits per process and no semaphores.

Refinement is not useful in the proofs of mutual exclusion, because we need the mutual exclusion invariants
in the proof of the refinement. The refinement is also useless for the proofs of absence of immediate deadlock, by
the nature of refinement and deadlock.

In our view, our definitions of the buffered and polite semaphores in terms of transition systems are much
clearer than the axiomatic approach of [MB85, MvdS89]. The invention of the polite semaphore was inspired by
Udding’s vagueness about his semaphores.

Despite the popularity of lockfree algorithms and transactional memory in concurrency research, we expect
that semaphores and other locking mechanisms will be used in the future as they were in the past. The issue of
starvation deserves to be treated carefully. It could be an interesting research question to construct a starvation
free mutual exclusion algorithm by means of mutexes and condition variables.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial
License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author(s) and source are credited.
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